Laser Poa Trivialis tolerates an extremely low height of cut due to its prostrate growth habit. This leads to fewer clippings, a neater appearance and less work for you. Used alone or blended with perennial ryegrass and/or Chewings fescue, Laser germinates quickly and can be cut immediately after overseeding, making it a natural choice for winter overseeding in the southern U.S. Because Laser is exceptionally cold tolerant and retains its color in cool weather, it is used in the northern U.S. in areas subject to shady, damp and/or wet conditions. Whatever your growing situation, the darker green color of Laser will stand out on the course.

Performance Characteristics

- Tolerates an extremely low height of cut
- Tolerates damp, shaded locations
- Slow growth rate results in fewer clippings
- Fine-textured leaf
- Excellent winter hardiness
- Establishes well in low soil temperatures
- Germinates in 10-14 days
- Early spring green-up
- Excellent seeding vigor
- Medium green color
- Developed by Rutgers University

“Launched this spring with 100% Laser since it was first introduced. Now I wouldn't use anything else. It really does an excellent job for us at Bay Hill.”

Dwight Kummer
Bay Hill Club,
Orlando, Florida